The Wireless Health Institute at UCLA is currently recruiting participants for our 2015 Summer Undergraduate Internship Program.

Advances in engineering and computer science are enabling the design of powerful home and mobile technologies that can augment functional independence and daily activities of people with physical impairments, disabilities, chronic diseases and the accumulative impairments associated with aging. The Wireless Health Institute at UCLA is a collaboration between UCLA Schools of Medicine, Nursing, Engineering and Applied Sciences, Business, the Clinical Translational Science Institute for medical research, and the Ronald Reagan UCLA Medical Center aimed at developing new technology essential to the next generation of health care.

Sample projects include:
1) Acoustic Environment Classification
2) Zero Configuration Systems
3) Reliable Inference
4) Data Collection and Predictive Analytics
5) Energy-aware Inferencing of Rich Contexts & Behaviors

*Visit our website to view past projects.

---

Undergraduate Scholars Program

Program details:
8 - 10 weeks beginning June 22, 2015.
Stipend, cost of transportation, & housing.
Professional development & networking activities.

Eligibility:
- 3.0 GPA or above.
- US citizens & permanent residents.
- Continuing undergraduates enrolled in fall.
- Underrepresented minority and women are highly encouraged to apply.

Application process:
- Online application form
- All official transcripts
- Resume
- Statement of purpose
- 2 Letters of recommendation

Deadline: Friday, February 27, 2015

For more information & to apply:
Visit our website: www.wirelesshealth.ucla.edu/
or contact
Wesley Uehara, wuehara@seas.ucla.edu

Paid Internships!